
 

Caught between the road and the sky 

by Rick Belden 

When we come to the place where the road and the sky collide 
Throw me over the edge and let my spirit glide 

They told me I was going to have to work for a living 
But all I want to do is ride 

— “The Road and the Sky”, Jackson Browne 

I was seventeen when I first heard the song that began with these lyrics, but I wasn’t 
hearing what I thought I was hearing. I was close, but one word made all the difference 
for me: 

They told me I was going to have to work for a living 
But all I want to do is write 

There was much I didn’t know, and had forgotten, about myself at age seventeen, but 
one thing I knew for certain was that I wanted to write. Another thing I knew for certain, 
given my broken blue collar family origins, was that I was going to have to work for a 
living. And I didn’t see how I’d ever be able to reconcile the two. I still can’t. 

Now I find myself once again at “the place where the road and the sky collide,” the road 
being the very real earthbound necessities of working for a living and the sky being the 
equally real work of actualizing my creative and expressive aspirations as a writer. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tsFyiMe7xNw
http://rickbelden.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/Rick_Belden_-_Unhiding_myself.312192013.pdf


These two realities have collided in my life many times before and I’ve made numerous 
attempts for nearly 25 years now to merge them into a single, unified path, but without 
success. The time I spend in the sky always comes at the price of far more time on the 
road. And now the road, the necessity to work for a living, is calling me back once more. 

I don’t know how much writing I’ll be doing going forward. The road always takes a big 
toll on that part of my life. I could write something every day, given the opportunity, but 
my writing process is typically far more time and labor intensive, and far more 
dependent on relatively short-lived little windows of inspiration, than the average work 
week can accommodate.  

I often think, sometimes quite seriously, about giving up the writing. The costs of 
keeping at it, both financial and personal, seem far too great for me to continue to bear 
at times, especially as the years pile on. Then I hear from someone like Steve Spitzer. 
Steve is a Professor of Sociology at Suffolk University and founder of the Jericho Circle 
Project, a non-profit organization that runs men’s support groups in correctional 
facilities in Massachusetts. Steve sent me a message last week to tell me that he’s been 
using my poem “little iron man” in his course at Suffolk University as well as in some of 
the Jericho Circle prison groups. 

Or I see a comment here on the blog like this one, posted yesterday: 

I can’t thank you enough for the joy I just felt reading your kind words. I had 
fallen into a bad place again, and your encouragement and your writings have 
helped to remind me how to get out of that place. I really love how your writing 
gets behind my barriers and makes me ‘feel’. Words can’t describe how 
comforting it is to connect with someone who can relate to these emotions. 
Much love x 

Or I get a phone call like the one I received recently from a young man in Florida who 
wanted to thank me personally for my first book, Iron Man Family Outing. 

And then I think: How can I quit? 

Those are just a few examples from recent experience right off the top of my head. 
There are many others, and probably still others of which I’m not even aware. This tells 
me that I’ve been right all along: that I really am on to something, that what I’ve been 
doing has value, and that people need it. 

If I could only find some way to make a living doing this work, I’d never even think about 
quitting. Ever. I love it more than anything. But the road is what pays the bills, and now 
it’s time for me to come down out of the sky again. 

http://jerichocircle.org/inside/about/about-steve-spitzer/
http://jerichocircle.org/inside/
http://jerichocircle.org/inside/
http://rickbelden.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/little_iron_man.279203406.pdf
http://rickbelden.com/


On days like this, I'm torn between the desire, the need, to keep moving forward with 
the work that moves me (and others) and the absolute necessity to provide for myself 
and for my well-being. This is the place where the road and the sky collide in my life, the 
place where I've spent so much of my adult life trapped, like some ancient cursed 
mythological figure, in tormented suspension between the one and the other. 

Originally posted at poetry, dreams, and the body on Feb 27 2013. 
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